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WHAT THE
WORLD’S BEEN
WAITING FOR
No, not GSO 8, although it’s possible.
Rather, we’re talking about Halo 2 - the
sequel to the best game on the Xbox.
We’ve been drip-fed images and fact
sheets and renders and even 360 de-
gree screenshots, which is all well and
good, but when’s the one player playa-
ble demo out?

In this issue Gamestyle takes a long
hard look at everything we know and
have played so far about Bungie’s follow
up and comes up with what we think is
the definitive preview - we hope you like
it. In the meantime, though here’s two
more screens...  =)
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HANDS ON
As the sequel to one of the most highly regarded
games of all time (not to mention the reason many
an owner first bought their Xbox) Halo 2 has no
problem with being recognized. No doubt if you
have enough interest to be reading this then the
name is probably as familiar to you as your own.
But what do you really know about the game?

We've grown to expect the wanton flirtation of a
flurry of screenshots, interviews and demos
throughout the years in development of any modern
title, but not with Halo 2. Microsoft and Bungie put
a tighter lid on information about Halo 2 than the
US government has on the Area 51 site where the
Covenant first landed on earth. When the first
movie of the game in action debuted at E3 in 2003
it handily stole the show. Little did we know then
we would have ample time to memorize every
nuance of that clip while waiting a full year for the
next serving of material at this year's E3.

And what a feast it turned out to be. Finally, with
release a scant few months away, the first hands-
on opportunity offers a taste of Halo 2, multiplayer-
style. Before digging-in to weightier gameplay

issues the first thing everyone wants to know is
how it really looks in action. Our initial answer
that it looks like Halo turned out to be less accurate
than we thought, but we only figured that out later.

Being able to immediately recognize so many
pieces from the original game develops a
comfortable sense of familiarity that lulls you into
thinking it looks the same too. There's a Covenant
Elite over there, a warthog parked down by the
water, a ghost waiting for a pilot - all images well
known to Halo vets. The game already feels so
right that you never think twice about any of it -
until that enthusiasm gets you to fire up the original
game for one more attempt at legendary.

IMPROVEMENTS
Suddenly all the advances seem so obvious we
consider a trip to the optometrist. Extensive
amounts of detail have been added to everything.
By comparison the original versions look like
concept sketches. Lighting too has been
significantly upgraded with subtle variations and
shadows that give a much more convincing feel.
All of it runs so smoothly, with nary a stutter,
defying nostalgic memories of our first adventure

with Master Chief. (Yes, we admit to noticing more
framerate issues in the original than we remember
seeing.)

ZANZIBAR
The single flag game of capture-the-flag offered
on a map named Zanzibar proves to be the perfect
showcase of Halo 2 in action. Two teams of four
players each square-off: one charged with
defending the flag in their base, the other with
capturing that prize no matter the cost. A quick
look around to get a feel for the level reinforces
the visual strengths of the game. The attackers
amass on a sliver of beachfront ready to storm a
walled base punctuated by an enormous windmill-
like mechanical fan structure.

A couple of favorite Halo vehicles, a warthog and
two ghosts, offer a little help to kick-start the
assault. Unlike their predecessors this time they
can (and do) take damage and it's location specific;
tires get blown out, debris flies in all directions
and even wings break away. More than just
cosmetic, performance suffers accordingly
including the potential loss of that powerful rear
gunner if the turret gets taken out.
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DAMAGE
Vehicles aren't the only thing getting blown apart.
Fragile parts of the environment can be reduced
to rubble as well. While you won't be making holes
in walls to create your own level detours, many a
hiding spot, column, door or similarly structurally
weak spot can be brought down and might even
offer access to new areas. Once indoors, fans of
an Xbox favorite (Fisher-man) will also get to
indulge their love of the dark by shattering the
lights.
Hoping into the back of the warthog finds another
new twist, a mounted rocket launcher (aka the
"Rocket Hog").

Zipping along, blasting away at the defenders'
stronghold might not be as all-powerful as you
think. The other guys have rocket launchers too
and with the new feature that lets them lock-on
to vehicles when zoomed for sighting you never
know when a defender might be drawing a bead
on your shiny ride.

Even if there weren't the rain of rockets headed
your way, the new "jacking" system allows
opponents to take a vehicle by kicking its current
owner out of the seat. This Grand Theft moment

only requires good timing with the press of a button
when the vehicle passes by slowly enough. In
practice it turns out to be just as easy to wind up
being a roadkill speedbump. Mostly seen by people
stealing the ghosts, the technique also works on
mounted weapons, both stationary and on the back
of vehicles.

TWO GUNS, TWO HANDS
If life behind the wheel sounds dangerous it gets
no less hazardous when you find a parking space
and hit the ground. As another sign of his growing
street cred Master Chief now gains the ability to
hold a gun in each hand. An action that will quickly
become second nature, picking up a second
weapon requires nothing more than a tap of the
"Y" button (instead of the "X" that would swap it
with your currently equipped gun).

From there unleashing the twin terrors is as easy
as pulling the trigger; right for the gun in your
right hand, left for the gun in your left. The only
restrictions on what can be dual-wielded is that
both weapons are of the one-handed variety. That
rules out a rocket launcher and plasma rifle combo,
but not a number of equally lethal mixes.

Of course, none of this really gives us any new
insight into what Halo 2 is all about. In fact we
know little more now than we did over a year ago
when the first gameplay movie appeared. Master
Chief has returned to earth; but the Covenant beat
him here and has already ripped through much of
the defenses. The situation looks desperate, and
what of our other old friends?

Could the Flood take a page from the similarly
parasitic Borg of Star Trek fame and arrive with
an assimilated Captain Keyes leading their charge?
Will Guilty Spark 343 (the floating blue orb that
was the AI monitor of the first Halo) carry a grudge
for taking out Halo Installation 04?

Answers, along with many sleepless nights, loom
ever closer as the November release date
approaches. GL



INTERVIEW
How did it all come about?

I was made redundant from a Government job,
which is a very unusual thing to happen. The
process of being made redundant was long and
drawn out. At first they tried to fire me by accusing
me of all sorts and they didn’t pay me properly for
nearly a year. I had to take my own possessions to
the market and try and sell them. It was during
this period that I found out about chipping and
started to look into it a bit more. I was desperate
to find a way to make money, as I was about to be
poverty-stricken. The way it worked out however
is that I was able to prove that I had been setup
by Government officials. They got fired instead and
I got compensation…. Hahaha…. That’s a whole
other story if you’re interested. I didn’t invent
chipping or anything like that…. What I do is very
simple… I solder bits of wire together… that’s it
really.

You’ve been going for four years now, has a hobby
now become a full time job?

No it was never a hobby…. I don’t even like doing
it much. Sitting in my stall every weekend is not
my idea of fun. It’s bloody freezing in the winter
and boiling in the summer. Most of the customers
are great but you do get a few head bangers giving
you gip from time to time.

Any strange incidents?

Several, for instance a lad brought his machine in
and asked me to look at it. He had tried chipping
it but couldn’t get it to work. When I opened it up
I found that he had used cellotape to fix the wires
to the points instead of soldering them…. ???...
We had a laugh at that one. Then there are the
machines which when you open them up are so
dirty… the fan tends to suck dust in but I have
found all sort of things inside… the worst being
spiders and mites still crawling around…. Yuk.

Are you there every weekend – all year round?

I am at my stall every weekend. The market doesn’t
close except if Xmas or New Years Day falls on the
weekend. Only other time I’ve known be closed
was once when we got a power failure and another
time when severe winds damaged some buildings
and the whole place was cordoned off.

At a guess, how many consoles do you think
you’ve worked with since starting up?
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brand of media they are happy with.  PS2 on the
other hand is built cheaply and they keep trying
to make it cheaper. The weakest link is the laser.
Lasers stop working for no reason. Sony wont sell
parts for PS2, dunno why, so it’s difficult to buy
replacement lasers that work properly. The whole
CD/DVD ROM design is frankly rubbish. The tray
is apt to jump out of the tracks that guide it in and
out and jams. It’s easy for me to fix but it’s a pain
for the owners.

Have you ever been working on a console and
ruined the machine outright?

Several times… hazard of the job. I often get
customers who want to save money by just buying
a chip and fitting it themselves. I usually manage
to talk them out of trying to do it…. But several
times they go off only to return with a broken
machine… some of the solder points are very small
and apt to disintegrate given the slightest excuse.
Even the experts screw up from time to time.

Sometimes I tell people its due to the weather….
They think I’m kidding but here at the market it
can get very cold and damp and this can affect
how the solder takes. It’s not till I get the workshop
area heated up properly and then the job goes
smoothly.

How much do repairs normally cost?  I know
from experience that Microsoft charge an across
the board rate of £80, and you will lose all hard
drive data.  At such prices it’s almost better just
to go out and buy a new machine?

I don’t charge anything for taking a look at a
machine that is faulty. I’m happy to spend a few
minutes just checking the obvious. PS2s often just
need the lens cleaned and then they work fine
again. I would charge maximum of £10 for doing
something like that. Sony does offer an exchange
scheme for consoles….

Send them your old console and £65 and they will
give you a reconditioned machine. There is no point
spending loads of money trying to fix a PS2. Xboxes
so far have been very reliable and you would be
unlucky to get a fault with one. I sometimes have
a few parts for Xboxs.

Do you find customers coming back, and your
general repair working growing?

I do have some regulars who bring machines to
me but normally once someone has had their
machine chipped you are not going to see them
again. I rely on recommendation from previous
customers and passing trade at the stall.

When the guy from the Inland Revenue asked me
that question recently I had to admit I couldn’t
remember. I still can’t remember. What I can say
is that the numbers have gone away down from
when I first started. Probably because there’s more
chippers out there and I think that those console
owners who plan to get chipped do it right away.
So you get a big surge when a new machine turns
up and then it starts to whittle down. Roll on the
next console!

What is your stance on regional restrictions that
the console manufacturers impose?

I don’t have a stance on regional restrictions. If
they want to impose these that’s up to them. I
don’t see the point of them though. They just serve
to annoy sections of their customer base and piss
people off. If I were a games manufacturer I would
be really pissed off at the way Sony have handled
the whole thing.

The recent legal ruling in Australia is a
precedent, could you see it happening here?

No. People in other countries don’t put up with
the crappy laws and regulations we have here. For
some reason people in this country just roll over
and accept whatever they are told to do. The funny
thing as I see it the numbers of customers I have
who are part of the system… police officers, tax
collectors, teachers, lawyers…. It’s like nobody will
admit to it… but they all do it.

You mentioned two newspaper interviews (which
I admit to missing) were you fighting a losing
battle against the reporters?

No there was no battle. Twice reporters from
newspapers have contacted me and asked a few
questions about what I’m doing. Next thing you
know there’s a piece in the paper saying things
that are not true. It’s part of being here…. Hardly
a week goes past but there’s a story about some
dodgy dealer down at the market. Funny thing is
all these guys are still working here… so they cant
be that dodgy.  For me the dodgy characters are
the ones writing the newspaper stories…. And
that’s what they are: just stories.

Apart from enhancing Playstation 2’s and Xbox’s
you can also repair faults – are there any common
design faults on either machine?

I would say Xbox is a much better built machine.
I’ve seen one or two faults with them. Some of the
DVD ROMS in Xbox’s can be fussy about what they
will read but usually they work once you find the
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You have a website and offer information on PS2
models there and common problems.  Is the site
very popular and a good source of business?

Not really to be honest… it’s my fault in that I don’t
make time to keep it up to date. I was going to
change it to an interactive site where people could
input their own stuff. I tried something like that
before though and as is usual in these things you
get the muppets coming along and spoiling it for
everyone. So I’m a bit wary of it. The domain name
I secured is quite good though I think. I would like
to develop the site into a market place for some
of the other traders here, but I’ve not had time to
set about that.

What are the differences between the early
model Playstation 2s and the current version?

From the user point of view the latest machines
are quieter in operation and faster to load games.
From chipping point of view the latest machines
are trickier to do.

With the recent PS2 model Sony have included
DVD-RW playback support, has this made your
job easier?  Why do think they had a change of
mind and included support?

It doesn’t make any difference to what I do. I really
don’t know why Sony would put this feature on.
Sony do sell CD/DVD copy equipment and media
so maybe they are trying to boost sales in that
department… though I don’t think really (they)
would have anything to do with it.

What do you think of the PS2 swapping/booting
method used where they take the top off the PS2
and replace it with a cheap (plastic flip CD top)
and do something internal to the machine rather
than a chip?

I don’t rate that method at all. The main problem
with that method, and any other method that uses
boot disks to start the machine up, is that the boot
disks quite quickly become either worn out or
broken or damaged and you then have to go and
buy another set of boot disks.

This continues until you end up spending a lot
more than if you had just got a proper chip put in
the first place. Not to mention the hassle of
swapping disks and I have heard that some games
don’t work with the boot disk method either. I
always recommend using a no boot disk type chip.

Has the Xbox changed much since its release,
and is it easier to work with?

No I don’t think it has changed much at all. It’s
easier to work on than a PS2.

The original chips for the PS2 were meant to be
a nightmare of wires and soldering – have things
improved today?

Yes… the first proper chip was the NEO 4… I have
a board with one of these fitted on my stall to show
people and it was difficult to do. The latest chips
have fewer wires but some of the points being
used are very small. As chips developed and
different ones came out some problems were
discovered. Some of the chips were not very good
at all but the ones we have now seem to be very
reliable and stable.

Is it a game of cat and mouse where the console
manufacturer releases a new model, in an
attempt to make things harder for you?

Sony have changed the layout of the PS2 internals
a number of times over the years…. But I really
don’t think that any of the changes have been a
serious attempt to stop chipping. It must cost them
a small fortune to make these changes and it’s
hard to see why they bother. The first version, v3,
is actually now more time consuming to chip than
any of the later versions except perhaps the latest
v10… but there’s not much in it.  The v9 was a
disaster for Sony… most of the ones I know about
failed and had to go back. It came out just before
last Xmas and was replaced with v10 only a few
months later. V4 was ok although a bit clunky, v5
was better, v7 I like the best.

Do you think with the Gamecube, Nintendo has
perfected anti-piracy by using an exclusive
format?

Possibly…. I’m sure if it was the only console
available somebody would have come up with
something. But why bother when you can just buy
a Playstation instead. I don’t think piracy has done
the Playstation any harm at all…. If anything it has
helped to sell millions of them and make it the
number one machine when in technical terms it
shouldn’t be the number one.

It seems each generation of machine is more
complex than the previous – how do you think
the architecture of the Xbox 2 and PS3 will be to
work with?

I really have no idea what will appear next time
round. I’m pretty sure the guys at Sony and
Microsoft could make a machine that was hacker
proof if they really wanted to…. But for some reason

known only to themselves they always leave a way
in.

And have you ever opened up a new machine and
thought, “what have they done this time?”

Not really… We know in advance what’s coming
because they come out in Japan first. By the time
they get here we already have it sussed out pretty
much.

Say if you were given the task of a creating a
hacker proof system, what measures would you
take?

Oh I might have some ideas but Sony would have
to employ me first before I would say anything. To
be honest it wouldn’t matter what Sony did as
somebody would open the machine and play
around with it, even if just for fun. If Sony are
concerned about stopping piracy, that’s a different
problem and I would say the simplest and most
effective way for them to stop piracy is to reduce
the price of their games from the current £40+ to
something around £10+.  They might make less
per game sold but they would sell a hell of a lot
more games and the pirates would go and do
something else.

Thanks for your time.  JJ

PROS&CONS
Whilst we’re not in the position to
advocate the use of modchips for illegal
use, especially on the Xbox doing so
unlocks a whole array of homebrew
games, emulators and alternative
dashboard systems (see SpeXtrum
feature later in this issue).

Please note, however, that the copying
and ripping of commercial games is
strictly illegal and Gamestyle does not
condone modifying your console for this
aim.  Doing so also invalidates your
warrantee.

We’ve removed any references to the
interviewee’s name and location, but
Gamestyle Offline thanks them in being
so candid, helpful and friendly in our
interview.



IF YOU GO DOWN TO THE
WOODS TONIGHT...
The rebirth of Capcom's flagship survival horror
series is long overdue. Who can forget their first
encounter with a zombie back in 1996? Yet since
its groundbreaking arrival, the series has lurched
from one extreme to another, at times flattering
to deceive and rarely scaling its initial dizzy heights.
However all that looks set to change with Resident
Evil 4, a game that aims to push the series forward,
and attract old fans who have become disillusioned
with the franchise.

This installment sees the return of Leon Scott
Kennedy, who is mainly remembered for his
starring role in Resident Evil 2, where he was a
policeman in the Raccoon Police Department. But
Leon has also turned up in the epilogue files of
Resident Evil 3 and Resident Evil Survivor. As ever
the Resident Evil family tree is complex (and at
times Gamestyle wonders if it is under control),
yet Leon may not be the clean-cut hero many
expect in Resident Evil 4.  The game takes place
six years after the events in Resident Evil 2, and
Leon has graduated to a starring role as a
government agent. The evil Umbrella organisation
is apparently no more, and the new threat comes
from terrorist groups across the world. One of
these extremist factions has managed to kidnap
the daughter (called Ashley) of the American
president; Leon is sent in to rescue her. However
Ashley is not the only girl involved in the game, as
Sherry Birkin (daughter of William) is also involved.

Sherry has been abducted too, as she contains
the only remnants of the G-virus in her DNA.
Where the terrorists are holed up is the source of
some speculation, as many originally believed
Resident Evil 4 would take place in Europe (most
likely Spain) but now it is believed that South
America is the region, as the story unfolds.
Confirming both ideas is that the village is called
"Pueblo" which translated means "town".  The
woodland area commences in a remote farmhouse,
from where Leon must venture through the woods
until reaching the nearby village. Readers who
have seen Deliverance will know that danger is
only a footstep away, and those friendly villagers
have left a variety of booby traps in the undergrowth
and forest trail. One of the first that you will come
across has a wolf snared, and its your decision
once again if you should free the beast, let it rot
or end its suffering.

Part of the reason for the excitement surrounding
Resident Evil 4 is not only for the graphics (which

have many screaming in excitement) but rather
the new features Capcom have implemented. First
up are the enemies that Leon has to confront, as
these have undergone a radical overhaul. Out have
gone the lumbering zombies that proved more of
a hindrance than any challenge. Instead now (from
what we've seen) the common "human" opponents
are capable of thought, although they have a pack-
like mentality when attacking. They also
communicate with one another, planning their
attacks and from a distance seem normal until
confronted by strangers. Each is differently armed,
with some preferring pitchforks to axes or even
shovels, and able to burst forward at lighting speed
in a surprise attack. And when Leon is taking aim,
the target is aware and able to change position in
an attempt to avoid being hit.

Not only have the mere troops been upgraded, but
also now the bosses are epic in size and scope.
These now fill the screen and include a huge
mutant giant in the village area, and the Capcom
take on Nessie. These two creatures along with
the villain affectionately known as baghead (who
is shaping up to be another Nemesis) are the only
bosses that have been revealed so far. Kobayashi
has hinted that baghead will be specifically limited
to the village area, and hopefully so.
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have many screaming in excitement) but rather
the new features Capcom have implemented. First
up are the enemies that Leon has to confront, as
these have undergone a radical overhaul. Out have
gone the lumbering zombies that proved more of
a hindrance than any challenge. Instead now (from
what we've seen) the common "human" opponents
are capable of thought, although they have a pack-
like mentality when attacking. They also
communicate with one another, planning their
attacks and from a distance seem normal until
confronted by strangers. Each is differently armed,
with some preferring pitchforks to axes or even
shovels, and able to burst forward at lighting speed
in a surprise attack. And when Leon is taking aim,
the target is aware and able to change position in
an attempt to avoid being hit.

Not only have the mere troops been upgraded, but
also now the bosses are epic in size and scope.
These now fill the screen and include a huge
mutant giant in the village area, and the Capcom
take on Nessie. These two creatures along with
the villain affectionately known as baghead (who
is shaping up to be another Nemesis) are the only
bosses that have been revealed so far. Kobayashi
has hinted that baghead will be specifically limited
to the village area, and hopefully so.



Thankfully some things never change, as Leon
will hold his side when injured, and will
progressively get slower as damage received
increases, until the "you are dead" motif appears
on screen.  Resident Evil 4 has also taken on board
the quick time events last seen in the Shenmue
series. Whereas in the Sega series they were used
to spice up the mundane pace, here they can
deliver situations that provide multiple choices
and show off abilities Leon cannot perform during
real time. An example of this is from the recent
E3 footage, when upon coming across a villager;
Leon has the choice of calling in on his radio or
confronting the local. Both options will create a
stern response, but calling in on the radio, results
in the valuable item being destroyed. Targets now
have multiple hit zones, which bring a form of
tactical plan into the game, as an unarmed
opponent can be taken out with less urgency.
However some users will always go for the
headshot at close range.

The method is also used when only one button is
required in certain situations - such as swimming
away from the Resident Evil version of the Loch
Ness monster. Frantically bashing a single button
is certainly nothing new in video games (as injured
competitors of Daley Thompson's Decathlon will

attest to) but it is always fun, and its implementation
allows Capcom to try and inject new ideas into the
game. Another occurrence is the ability to jump
over a fence, and then use this as a barrier from
oncoming villagers. Leon can also kick open doors
(with no loading) and jump through windows, simply
by pressing the "A" button. Or simply climb a
ladder to the top of church tower, where he can
pick off the villagers from a safe distance.
Gamestyle does not expect limitless options, but
already Leon's actions seem to influence the path
and progression of the game, and this is most
welcome.

From footage of the game it is clear just how little
loading interrupts the gaming experience. Doors
can be walked through, and cut sequences flow
between the actual game with no pausing. The (at
times) laborious pace of Resident Evil has finally
been punted through the back door, and instead
a slick, fast moving, action adventure has arrived.
Even the static camera angles have been purged
in favour of a roaming camera that on current
evidence behaves itself impeccably. When aiming
the camera overlooks Leon's shoulder, thereby
allowing you to easily see where the laser target
is pointing. The ammunition preservation society
will be displeased from what we've seen so far,

as Resident Evil 4 is littered with bullets, targets
and new weapons that allow you to get on with the
game, and enjoy the frantic pace without too much
worry over how to conserve bullets. Adding to this
approach is the fact that Leon can carry far more
items than previously - removing the need to
retrieve items from the chest.

It's hard to believe that Resident Evil 4 is running
on a Gamecube - the console dismissed by many
as being a kid's toy - as the game is deserving of
the picture perfect tagline. Gone are the pre-
rendered backdrops in favour of fully three-
dimensional environments, complete with
believable lighting. Out is the static animation, in
favour of believable and fluid actions and reactions
from on screen characters. Shoot an opponent in
the mouth, and watch him recoil in horror, grasping
his mouth before recovering. The village itself is
well detailed (with chickens oblivious to the
violence) and plenty of side streets and shacks to
explore. You can, for instance avoid the clutter and
prominence of the village square, and instead head
down a side street, avoiding most of the opposition
in the process.  Overlooking the village is a
monastery, which forms the next section of the
game. And once past a fearsome boss, a group of
unpleasant monks awaits... JJ
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Thankfully some things never change, as Leon
will hold his side when injured, and will
progressively get slower as damage received
increases, until the "you are dead" motif appears
on screen.  Resident Evil 4 has also taken on board
the quick time events last seen in the Shenmue
series. Whereas in the Sega series they were used
to spice up the mundane pace, here they can
deliver situations that provide multiple choices
and show off abilities Leon cannot perform during
real time. An example of this is from the recent
E3 footage, when upon coming across a villager;
Leon has the choice of calling in on his radio or
confronting the local. Both options will create a
stern response, but calling in on the radio, results
in the valuable item being destroyed. Targets now
have multiple hit zones, which bring a form of
tactical plan into the game, as an unarmed
opponent can be taken out with less urgency.
However some users will always go for the
headshot at close range.

The method is also used when only one button is
required in certain situations - such as swimming
away from the Resident Evil version of the Loch
Ness monster. Frantically bashing a single button
is certainly nothing new in video games (as injured
competitors of Daley Thompson's Decathlon will

attest to) but it is always fun, and its implementation
allows Capcom to try and inject new ideas into the
game. Another occurrence is the ability to jump
over a fence, and then use this as a barrier from
oncoming villagers. Leon can also kick open doors
(with no loading) and jump through windows, simply
by pressing the "A" button. Or simply climb a
ladder to the top of church tower, where he can
pick off the villagers from a safe distance.
Gamestyle does not expect limitless options, but
already Leon's actions seem to influence the path
and progression of the game, and this is most
welcome.

From footage of the game it is clear just how little
loading interrupts the gaming experience. Doors
can be walked through, and cut sequences flow
between the actual game with no pausing. The (at
times) laborious pace of Resident Evil has finally
been punted through the back door, and instead
a slick, fast moving, action adventure has arrived.
Even the static camera angles have been purged
in favour of a roaming camera that on current
evidence behaves itself impeccably. When aiming
the camera overlooks Leon's shoulder, thereby
allowing you to easily see where the laser target
is pointing. The ammunition preservation society
will be displeased from what we've seen so far,

as Resident Evil 4 is littered with bullets, targets
and new weapons that allow you to get on with the
game, and enjoy the frantic pace without too much
worry over how to conserve bullets. Adding to this
approach is the fact that Leon can carry far more
items than previously - removing the need to
retrieve items from the chest.

It's hard to believe that Resident Evil 4 is running
on a Gamecube - the console dismissed by many
as being a kid's toy - as the game is deserving of
the picture perfect tagline. Gone are the pre-
rendered backdrops in favour of fully three-
dimensional environments, complete with
believable lighting. Out is the static animation, in
favour of believable and fluid actions and reactions
from on screen characters. Shoot an opponent in
the mouth, and watch him recoil in horror, grasping
his mouth before recovering. The village itself is
well detailed (with chickens oblivious to the
violence) and plenty of side streets and shacks to
explore. You can, for instance avoid the clutter and
prominence of the village square, and instead head
down a side street, avoiding most of the opposition
in the process.  Overlooking the village is a
monastery, which forms the next section of the
game. And once past a fearsome boss, a group of
unpleasant monks awaits... JJ
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LAB RAT
Folklore has it the Japanese have a familial
dislike of the FPS genre; oft-claiming it
disorientates them and induces nausea. By a
strange quirk of fate, stalwart Japanese developer
Namco have taken this bullish perspective by the
horns and produced a lurching saga of their own.
Perhaps the world's first "FBS" (ie, Full Body
Shooter) then, Breakdown doles out its action on
a non-stop conveyor belt of full-frontal fits and
starts. And where better to start than a bout of
amnesia?

Derrick Cole is your proverbial lab rat, awakening
as he does in the cold confines of a research facility.
It's by-the-numbers storytelling at best, but
Breakdown doesn't pretend to be breaking any
narrative stereotypes; it's thoroughly Japanese
and thoroughly obfuscated videogame fare.

Flashbacks are frequent, and even the omnipresent
love interest, Alex Fredricksen, has a mysterious
agenda of her own. The whys and wherefores aren't
particularly important (although the existential
remit does build to a crescendo) but there's enough
contextual greasepaint to cover up the endless
round of corridors.

A lot of folks will be put off by the saminess of
Breakdown's interiors, the drab textures and
architectural dead ends. But posit if you will the
unfolding nature of events - and the 'full bodied'
immersion. Synchronous with the Richard B.
Riddick (Chronicles of Riddick) school of fisticuffs,
Breakdown allows you to break free of prescribed
norms - and engage opponents with your bare
knuckles.

But wait, there's more! Thanks to a healthy infusion
of Namco genes, several of the Tekken team have
orchestrated the combat moves - which further
allow flying kicks, backflips and evasive rolls. The
fighting mechanic is integral to play, given that
key adversaries (T'lan warriors) are immune to
bullets, and you must physically 'breakdown' their
energy shields.

The encounters are piecemeal until Derrick's
physiological state is accelerated, thus giving him
superhuman strength and a technique counter.
Progress therefore dictates a steady flow of
pugilistic moments, and your tactical prowess is
soon tested by the Stealth T'lan, Juggernaut
warriors, and an Uber-villain known as Solus. As
we said, it's thoroughly Japanese and thoroughly
invigorating.
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Breakdown

Developer:
Namco

Publisher:
EA

Platform:
Xbox

Version reviewed:
PAL (Australian)

Online play:
None

In Brief:

Engaging, well produced Eastern first
person shooter but one that doesn’t
really do anything we’ve not seen before
except the hand to hand fighting and the
occasional Shenmue style point of view,
but especially in the light of the superior
Riddick (which you can’t miss this issue)
Breakdown seems to have gotten lost
on the shelves.  However, Gamestyle
looks forward to a sequel which may
address some of it’s shortcomings.

Gamestyle score: 7 / 10

For the most part, Derrick's world is highly
claustrophobic, as he is linearly taken by the hand
and propelled through nondescript chambers and
prescripted waypoints. There's even a minecart
ride, for chrissakes. But the upshot of this is
activity; you're always actively involved in the task
at hand - and when the story veers off unexpectedly
into a "time-space continuum" (whereby your HUD
is negated), it's all that you can do to hang on
dearly for the rollercoaster finish.

While the fighting and shooting is accentuated by
a lock on mechanism (foes are auto-targeted in
turn) and works well enough, Breakdown's
cohesion is somewhat undone by its 'last-gen'
aesthetic. Interiors are uniformly grey and clinical
(no allowance has been made whatsoever for Xbox
graphical frippery) and your sole excursion into
daylight - the open plains of Site Zero - is marred
by the linearity of your path (ie, hills and outcrops
are present, but you can't scale them or else
deviate from the route forward).

Another bugbear is the prevalence of loading
times...which seemingly occur at every ten paces.
However, given that these mostly serve as index
markers (or restart points), it's actually a blessing
in disguise.

AFRAID OF THE DARK?
Starbreeze aren’t, and thankfully now you don’t
need to be thanks to the incredible new game
acting as a prequel to Pitch Black (and therefore,
is also chronologically before the new Chronicles
of Riddick Movie.

Given it’s full title, Escape from Butcher Bay sets
up the back story perfectly as Richard Riddick,
played by you (and voiced expertly by Vin Diesel
himself) is captured and locked away in a maximum
security prison on a desolate island.  With no
weapons, no friends and some nasty guards,
escaping is going to be tough...

Because on those rare occasions when you'll be
stumped (for example: timing your moves through
a laser grid, evading and thwarting an attack
helicopter or replaying your ultimate showdown
with Solus), such bite-sized concessions positively
ameliorate play. It's hand-holding of course, but
considered that Breakdown has an extra "Extreme"
difficulty setting (and that Gamestyle tottered
through on Normal mode, encountering both grief
and elation in turn), you'd be extremely jaundiced
to complain.

In the final analysis, Namco haven't exactly moved
any of the established first person shooter
goalposts; Derrick Cole is obviously a dab hand
at pocketing his fortunes (eg, every pick-up must
be held and examined, Shenmue-style) and can
certainly hold his own in an apocalyptic pinch -
stringing together evasive rolls, defensive and
offensive stratagem whilst juggling 'full body'
immersion has never been done better (or before,
natch) - but the motion, the execution, is often
ungainly.

Now, more than ever, Japanese developers need
to get over their 'fear' of western perspectives -
because Richard B. Riddick and his roughnecks
ain't taking no prisoners. SW



THE CHRONICLES OF
RIDDICK
Pitch Black was fun, nothing too serious and
wasn’t ever going to clean up at the Oscars.  For
what it was, a fairly low budget sci-fi horror flick,
it did it’s job and importantly, nicely set up Vin
Diesel as the dark, mysterious (and somewhat
quirky) Riddick and left the ending wide open for
a potential sequel.

The movie The Chronicles of Riddick follows
straight on from Pitch Black, albeit with a much
larger budget as the trailers for the film illustrate.
What Gamestyle is most concerned about, however,
is the prequel to Pitch Black, Escape from Butcher
Bay.  Whilst there’s not a movie of this section of
Riddick’s tale, Swedish developers Starbreeze have
thoughtfully provided anyone with an Xbox the
chance to learn a little more about the character
and his back story.

Whilst it should come as little surprise that Riddick
eventually escapes Butcher Bay (or how else would
he be in Pitch Black?) Starbreeze have spun a
twisting story around what could have been a very
formulaic plot.  With only a start point and the
ultimate ending set in stone, much of the tale was
left up to the game team and as such even fans
of the films won’t guess what happens next.

Lars Johansson, Producer at Starbreeze, says the
game “ties heavily into the growing Pitch
Black/Chronicles of Riddick universe. Actors from
both films are lending their talents for the game.
The game itself is told as a prequel to both films
- diving deep into the back story of Riddick himself.”
He goes on to reveal that “the game explores
things like how Riddick got his eyes shined and
his relationship with the Bounty Hunter Johns.”

Indeed, it’s Riddick’s unique Eye Shine capability
(that comes about a third of the way through the
game) that is just the start of the game’s amazing
array of first-time special effects.  When the game
starts, you’re introduced very quickly to how the
game wants you to think - whilst effectively a
training level awaits before the main game starts
(although Gamestyle won’t reveal the particulars
of how and why) this first trip into the game world
manages to throw pretty much everything at you
in the space of half an hour that you’re going to
have to deal with for the rest of the 6 hour game.
Obviously Starbreeze hold back on most of the
best weapons and keep a few surprises even until
the dying minutes of the last level itself, the
introduction is perfectly formed, and very welcome.

THE CHRONICLES OF RIDDICK IN DEPTH

The story proper beings with Riddick's arrival at
Butcher Bay - the most notorious prison in the
Galaxy.  Johansson explains that “Butcher Bay is
a Triple-Max correctional facility, and Riddick is
sent there for a reason unexplained.  The prison
itself is divided into three different security ratings.”

“On the surface we have the Max facilities, under
ground is the Double Max, and finally, the "Tower"
has the highest security rating in the whole
universe - the Triple Max classification. Riddick's
one goal is to bust out and escape from this hell
hole.  It's all about getting out.”  Indeed.  However,
getting out isn’t that easy and Riddick will
eventually need to progress through each
classification of security before he finally escapes
Butcher Bay...

LIGHTING THE WAY
What does strike you immediately, however, is the
sheer amazing quality of the graphics.  The first
few seconds you get control you’ll sit there
motionless, assuming it’s still FMV, or at least, a
processor-intensive cutscene that cannot be
controlled (MGS 2, anyone?).  This is partly
due to the bleeding edge lighting technology
used throughout the entire game -
everything is bumpmapped, everything
is capable of casting shadows and is
shaded per pixel.  This creates an
incredibly solid looking environment,
and not only that - all the characters,
weapons, pickups and even bullet
holes are given the star treatment.
Never before has a game looked so
lifelike and offered such a gritty, real
feel to it.

The game might take place in
relatively small areas (there are no
Halo style outdoor sections) meaning
the game doesn’t have to worry too
much about large landscapes, but
even in condensed jail areas, corridors
and exercise yards, the sense of depth
is unrivalled.  Distance objects and
walls are blurry and out of focus, yet
remain sharp under close scrutiny.
What’s most impressive is the
constant frame rate - locked at
around 30 fps the game seems
to scale the resolution in real
time a little when there’s lots
on screen; this might seem
an odd way to go about
it but it keeps the
action going.

The truth is, this way of maintaining the frame
rate is pretty much revolutionary.  Much has been
said of the game’s Normal mapping routines (more
of that over the page) but even without the apparent
high polygon models the game would have still
looked amazing.

Throwing every visual trick in the book at a high
resolution screen would surely have brought the
Xbox to a standstill, so Starbreeze’s decision to
compensate with the resolution might make the
character edges appear slightly blocky and aliased
but Gamestyle feels it’s a fair exchange to keep
the game moving along at a nice smooth rate,
especially towards the end of the game when
you’re really under fire.
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OUT-DOOMING DOOM
Everyone gasped when they first saw the initial
batch of screenshots for id’s Doom 3, and rightly
so - it looked (and still does look) great.  It’s major
selling point (apart from great real-time lighting)
was the use of Normal mapping.  Normal mapping
effectively gives current generation consoles the
visual look of what many in the industry predict to
the first batch of next-gen games (on Xbox 2 and
PS3) will look like.  Obviously, the more polygons
a model is built from, the rounder and more
realistic it can appear.

High Resolution (high poly) model

For Riddick, Starbreeze Studios has created a
rendering engine that allow for next generation
graphics on today’s console systems through the
use of normal mapping.

Normal mapping begins with the creation of an
extremely detailed model with a polygon count in
the hundreds of thousands versus 1,500 polygons
for a standard in-game model.

THE CHRONICLES OF RIDDICK IN DEPTH

In game model (with normal map applied)

The development team then generates a normal
map, which is basically a scan that records the
way light reflects and responds off the surface of
the high-poly model.  The normal map can then
be applied to a lower polygon in-game model,
making it appear much more detailed when in-
game.

As a result, all the objects and characters in The
Chronicles of Riddick: Escape from Butcher have
incredible depth and detail, giving the player a
greater sense of realism and immersion when
playing the game.

Naturally, though, graphics processors can only
draw so many polygons on screen per second, and
if you’re talking about a game running at 30 frames
a second, the current crop of games machines
can only manage so much per frame.  With Normal
mapping, the game studios model a fantastically
high polygon version of everything in the game
(sometimes in the scale of hundreds of times more
complicated) then take that model, scanning it in
from every angle.

With that scan, which can work out how light reacts
with the high res version, the designers wrap it
around a much lower resolution model (see images
to the right). The GPU can easily throw lots of
these low res characters around, but because the
lighting and texture engines are using the high
resolution scan as reference, the model looks
practically as good as the high polygon model
does, even at point-blank range.  Because of this,
everything in Riddick looks like it’s shouldn’t be
possible on this generation of consoles.  When
Johansson was asked what aspect of the game
Starbreeze are most proud of, he said “I’d have to

say the visuals.  Its just amazing what the super
talented artists have done with the technology

that our ass kicking programmers have
put together.”

It’s not just talk, Riddick really does
look that good.  Even on a few of the
NPCs that you’ll only talk to once,
it’s clear that a huge amount of
effort has been expanded to create
the believable, tangible
environment and atmosphere.  Of
course, graphics do not make a
game, and we’ll come to that
later, but seeing as Riddick is the
pioneer for this style of visuals
(with Doom 3 still some months
away) it’s only fair to give
Starbreeze the credit.  With all
the real-time lighting, shadows
and texturing, Riddick is leaps
and bounds above everything

else on the system, and the
ball really is in id’s court to
see what they can pull off with
Doom 3 this Christmas, but
they must be disappointed

that Chronicles of Riddick
has effectively come

from nowhere with so
little hype to steal the

graphics crown for
this generation of

consoles. Time
will tell...
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MECH ATTACK
Heavy metal plays a large role in the game - most
of the rooms Riddick will visit are mainly industrial,
dark and gritty.  Not only that, the game contains
numerous battles with large mechanised robots
(albeit controlled by humans).

Not wanting to spoil any surprises, though, but
don’t expect a complete lack of rather more
organic, xenomorphic creatures in and amongst
the prison walls, after all, Butcher Bay is set on
an long abandoned planet...

THE TORCH
Once Riddick has his Eye Shine ability you’ll be
able to make a decision to shoot out lights and
plunge the surroundings into darkness so you can
avoid being seen as easily.  Naturally, Riddick can
see just as well in the darkness, but beware of
light sources once you have your goggles on as
even gun flashes can be blinding.

In Chronicles of Riddick, everything can cast
shadows, use them to your advantage...
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THIRD PERSON
Whenever Riddick uses a ladder, presses
a switch, chats to another inmate or
uses a health centre the game switches
to a real-time third person cutscene
camera, showing off the graphics but
also cutting the risk of falling from
ladders and so on.

INTERACT
Riddick can interact with most things
with just a tap of the X button.  These
include switches, doors and elevator
buttons.  Here, Riddick is overriding the
DNA control system, an action that most
certainly will make his escape attempt
somewhat easier.
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AMMO
The only on-screen displays are your
health as a series of white boxes, and
an icon for whatever weapon you are
using when you cycle through them.

Most weaponry requires you to manually
check the ammo level on the actual gun.

LEVEL DESIGN
Clever, almost Zelda like level design
means that you’ll often loop back around
to a familiar place, having opened a
more convenient path back should you
get into trouble.  This helps to convey a
feeling of being part of an existing,
workable building structure.

ENEMY AI
The Artificial Intelligence in Riddick
varies from character to character, with
armoured foot soldiers probably the
trickiest to deal with, often hiding behind
walls and leaning out to take pot shots.
The less-human opponents generally
just ‘Doom’ their way towards you.



PUNCH DRUNK
Of course, with this being a prison, Riddick doesn’t
start with any weaponry, at all - once in his initial
cell the only way out is with his fists, and apart
from the odd shard of glass and a couple of tools
it’s going to be some time before you get hold of
some actual guns.

Thankfully, the first-person fighting is handled
extremely well, with both triggers being used (along
with the left thumbstick) for multiple moves, blocks
and even combos and reversals.  Much is made
of the fighting, there’s an entire (but optional)
gladiatorial section mid way through the game
where you’ll face off against increasingly tough
opponents using only hand to hand weapons.

This no-projectile enforcing throughout parts of
the game also allowed Starbreeze to incorporate
a certain amount of stealth to the gameplay
mechanics.  Even until the very end, Riddick can
put away his guns and make use of Splinter Cell-
style grabs and chokes from behind, and once
crouched in a dark area becomes just as hard to
spot as Sam Fisher himself (Riddick’s vision tints
blue to signify this).

It’s impossible to describe why you’ll be without
guns for a good portion of the game without
spoiling the story, but we’ll let Johansson describe
a particular pivotal moment in the game: “[at one
point] Riddick has to break out of a heavily guarded
prison area, in order to get to a DNA Sampler
machine that will allow him to use the prison
assault rifles, which are DNA encoded - and shock
anyone who isn't in the system.  This will involve
fighting and brutalizing other inmates, trading
money for prison weapons, killing guards for
access codes, sneaking through monitored areas,
and eventual firefights with legions of prison guards
that sadly don't know they're already dead!”

Indeed, it’s this organic development of the story
that keeps the player interested, much like it did
in Half Life (and Halo, to some extent).  The storyline
is constantly changing and adapting to the actions
you take, and although the game is actually quite
linear (with only minor junctions at set points that
eventually end up back together anyway) it never
really feels that way,  Repeated play will highlight
this fact a little more, given that all your choices
remain the same no matter  which way you choose
to speak with fellow prisoners and guards, but
given the strict storyline-driven experience that
can be forgiven.  The game drives you along
towards your ultimate goal, surprising and teasing
you right until the very end.

Helping immerse the player is some of the finest
voice acting Gamestyle has ever heard.  Although
some may find Diesel’s voice a monotonous and
dull one, he delivers the lines in the game with
authority and conveys a real sense that he’s the
main threat in the prison.  Xzibit also plays the
part of Riddick’s initial nemesis convincingly
enough, and we’ll no doubt be hearing from him
again in future titles.

All the lines in the game are spoken in full (along
with optional subtitles) and there’s plenty of
background chatter, radio communications and
the typical computer voices. Where the player has
a choice of what to say next, you get a Monkey
Island style selection list to pick from. It’s worth
mentioning that there’s a fair amount of adult
language throughout, but without it the game
wouldn’t have sounded half as authentic, given
the setting and the environment the player finds
himself in.

Musically the game isn’t quite as strong - whilst
the sound effects are great, from slashing,
punching and some effective gun sounds, the
background sound track suffers a little from
repetition and is often lost amongst the chaos of
a hectic battle.  There’s nothing particularly wrong
with it, it’s just not that strong emotionally.

Sadly, there’s absolutely no multiplayer features
within the game at all, and the only Xbox Live hook
is the Friends section so that people can spot if
you’re online whilst you’re playing the game.

Gamestyle can’t see how the story (or indeed, the
graphics engine) would have supported a co-
operative mode but it would have been nice to
have some kind of multiplayer side stories like EA
did with Everything or Nothing.  However,
Gamestyle is aware that the game had to be
released early enough to tie in with the film so can
understand Starbreeze releasing the game as is.

THE CHRONICLES OF RIDDICK IN DEPTH
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THE VERDICT
So, with stellar graphics, convincing sound and
intuitive controls, surely the game’s a winner?
Well, nearly.  The lack of replay is one thing, but
how does the first time through actually hold up?

The Chronicles of Riddick plays out very much like
an extended movie.  It’s not the longest game,
taking Gamestyle around 6 hours to fully complete,
although that was neglecting a couple of the
optional side quests, but whilst it lasts the
experience is mostly good.  The learning curve
isn’t particularly sloped, though; the later levels
are actually somewhat easier than the earlier
ones, with the last two or three levels being
especially simplistic and not as satisfying as
Gamestyle would have liked.

In contrast, there’s a vast variety of levels and
although most FPS veterans will have seen every
trick Starbreeze pull during the game, there’s one
or two little touches towards the latter stages that
really show innovation and a genuine love for the
game, especially the way Riddick finds himself
back without his arsenal of weaponry again and
again, making the player shift tactics and gameplay
styles on the fly.

Sadly, the most destructive weaponry is kept until
the very end, and although the option to use the
big guns is optional, doing so renders even the
toughest enemies totally defenseless against you.
One weapon in particular (that’s commonplace in
most FPS) can only be used four or five times, and
isn’t nearly as destructive as we’re used to.

However, it’s these quirky differences that highlight
just how good Riddick can be in places - it
constantly requires you to think on your feet and
adapt as everything around you changes.  There’s
a huge variety here, and we just hope that you’ll
feel confident enough to give it a try.  It’s a defining
moment in terms of visuals - no other game looks
nearly as good in terms of the raw special effects
being thrown around, and the look probably won’t
be matched until Doom 3 and Halo 2 - it’s just a
shame that we have had to wait for the PAL version.

If you’re prepared to forgive the lack of multiplayer
and just take the game for what it is - a solid, story
based single player adventure that fits nicely
alongside Pitch Black and the new Riddick film -
you won’t be disappointed.  If you’re a sucker for
eye candy then this is the ultimate show off game
- not quite the Xbox killer app, but definitely it’s
graphical showcase.  AC

THE CHRONICLES OF RIDDICK IN DEPTH

Chronicles of Riddick:
Escape from Butcher Bay

Developer:
Starbreeze

Publisher:
Vivendi Universal

Platform:
Xbox

Rating:
M (Mature)

Version reviewed:
NTSC (North American)

Online play:
Friends list, possible future DLC

In Brief:

Graphically incredible prequel FPS to
Pitch Black movie, with excellent voice
acting throughout.  Well paced and with
a decent storyline, but just a little too
linear for repeated play.  No multiplayer
or online play also limits replay, although
collecting smokes unlocks concept art
and movie bonuses.

Gamestyle score: 8 / 10
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MR SPIV | INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW
If you hang around the GP32 community, you won’t
last long without hearing the alias ‘Mr.Spiv’.
Considered a saviour amongst fellow coders, and
associated in some way with the majority of GP32
consumer-developed programs, Mr.Spiv is one of
the forerunners in coding and development for the
handheld console that is helping keep ‘bedroom
coding’ alive in the present day. Gamestyle caught
up with the man himself;

Gamestyle: For those that don’t know who you
are, can you introduce yourself please?

Mr Spiv: My real life name is Jouni Korhonen and
was born in 1972. I live up north in Finland. I've
been married since -94 and have two kids (girls.
I can't wait the time they are teenagers and I'll be
the all-around bad guy) Currently I work as a senior
research person for a Scandinavian telecom
operator working on IP networking and wireless
& mobility related projects... I think.

GS: Why choose the alias Mr.Spiv?

Spiv: Heh, Well the "Spiv" originates back very late
80s or so. And it was picked up using a very lame
procedure of pointing some random word on a
random page in a Finnish-English dictionary. The
"Mr." part originates from my Amiga coder idol at
that time - Mr.Gurk/Phenomena. So no special
meaning for the Mr.Spiv alias - although I found
the meaning of 'spiv' pretty close to my real
personality.

GS: During the late 80s, you got into coding for
consoles. What consoles did you work on, and
where there any projects of note?

Spiv: Actually I never did consoles, just good old
ZX Spectrum and Amiga. Both big-time. No
arguments but those were the best home
computers during their eras.

GS: How did you and what made you make the
transition from home computers to handheld
console development?

Spiv: After I quit the Amiga demo/cracking scene
somewhere before mid -90s I went a pretty long
time without doing any real hacking on computers
- just studies, work and normal daily stuff. When
I started to look around again, I found PC scene
somehow depressing & dull and Amiga was kind
of "dead". Consoles caught my attention - although
I totally missed the scene on NES, SNES, PSX and
N64 etc. Fixed hardware setup and restricted

environment excited me. After a short working
period in Japan, I was convinced that consoles are
the way to go. And why handheld consoles?
Probably because I saw their limited capabilities
as a challenge and they all had very nice 2D LCD
hardware. After all, I'm mentally still kind of stuck
on the late 80s and early 90s stuff.

GS: Mike Dawson, who ported the C64 emulator
Frodo to the GP32, has been quoted as saying,
“[Mr Spiv] is a GP32 god who figures out how
things work and shares his knowledge with
mortals so the likes of me can benefit.” Do you
have a response to this?

Spiv: It is really nice, of course, to hear that
someone values the small bits and pieces I have
done on GP32.

GS: Can you run through the major projects
you’ve contributed to on the GP32, and give a
quick summary of what they are/do?

Spiv: Uh, well.. hmm..

The first thing I did was a complete tools chain for
Mac OSX, that included a cross compiler, binary
converters, image converters and such. Basically
everything I got a hold of, I tried to port or to do a
OSX replacement. And of course MacLink, which
is a PCLink (USB) replacement for OSX (only
lacking the ZPK installation due the encryption
stuff - there's a separate ZPK unpacker though
but again it lacks the encryption capabilities). Then
came the b2fxec, which is a GXB to FXE/GXB
converter including compression capabilities,
similar to an exe-packer. Also ARM dis-assembler
/ monitor, UnFXE etc. - most of my tools are also
for Windows/Solaris/Linux or come with the source.

Then there are a lot of example codes for GP32,
even more low level examples and information
about GP32 hardware internals (programming
point of view). Some tutorials show how to fool
GP32 LCD hardware to do C64/Amiga like raster
effects. Then some programs and examples of
how to calculate correct values and set up various
bits and pieces when banging the hardware, how
to program MMU etc.

One of my major projects was also to reverse
engineer & document the GP32 BIOS. Later, that
effort lead to the first MultiFirmware.
MultiFirmware was a set of popular GP32 menus
put together (Wind-ups, Pacrom, PCLink and
original English Gamepark firmware). The
MultiFirmware also patched a lot of bugs and stuff
in various places of the previously mentioned
programs - for example the USB driver was

patched so that OSX versions after 10.1.5 and
before 10.2.8 managed to connect to GP32 USB
(GP32 USB driver is broken). The MultiFirmware
had also features towards developers like BIOS
monitor (GP32 BSOD) and running programs via
USB without writing anything to the SMC card
(speeds up development on hardware a lot).  I have
also been involved in emulation but nothing has
really ever come out (phew...). Some stuff has
never seen daylight – publicly. Oh, I also released
the first Ericsson Chatboard driver code, which is
a base for a lot of Chatboard stuff these days.

Away from programming, I run a irc-bot that
provides a Free-Launcher encryption service for
all GP32 users. Gamepark was so poor on providing
Free-Launcher service on the early days. The bot
has been used to encrypt hundreds of Free-
Launchers for hundreds of GP32 users. For a short
period, I also reflashed "dead-due-a-bad-flash"
GP32s with the JTAG cable & software I have. I
should mention that a bunch of people that have
helped me with my stuff or whose programs I have
used as a base. For example, such guys as _mp_,
Flav0r, Groepaz, RobBrown, Darkfader, Jeff
Frowein, Firefly, Mithris and Costis - I cannot stress
enough their efforts & help. And there are more
cool guys in the GP32 scene.
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GBA. Period. If one is a developer or a retro
emulation freak then GP32 is the handheld of
choice. GP32 is an excellent dev-board for any
ARM related stuff. I never regretted getting those,
except for the constant lack of sleep hacking it
during late hours causes.

GS: How would you recommend getting onto the
GP32 scene?

Spiv: There are few good news sites, namely:
www.gp32x.com , www.gp32emu.com ,
pdroms.com, www.gp32spain.com (Spanish,
mostly) and www.gp32news.com (French, mostly).

Dev sites like www.deadcoderssociety.tk,
darkfader.net/gp32, devkit.tk, cobbleware.com,
gp32.misantrop.org, home.t-
online.de/home/mirkoroller/gp32/,
www.devrs.com/gp32 .. I don't really know many
non-English sites myself, but there are a lot of
them, especially in French & Spanish

Irc: #gp32 and #gp32dev @ EfNet

Online shops: www.gbax.com , www.lik-sang.com
and of course www.play-asia.com

And I really can't recommend any set of "must-
have" programs. I have fixed to my own set too
long ago. A quick scan to news sites gives a nice
overview of popular programs though.

GS: What do you think about the
following/fanbase that the GP32 carries?

Spiv: The "early" GP32 userbase was very skilled
and helpful. These days, as the userbase grows,
more different people get around. Reading some
stuff on boards & Irc sometimes hurts my eyes,
but in general I think the active userbase is a really
good one. People are really helpful and really want
GP32 to survive… and are even willing to do
something to ensure the future of GP32. I think
because GP32 was never a real commercial
success "certain breed" of userbase is not with
us, which is good - if you get my point.

GS: With the new handhelds on the horizon, such
as the Nintendo DS and PSP, what direction do
you see the future of handheld gaming taking?

Spiv: I doubt that no other platform will ever be
such open as GP32 - unfortunately. I will personally
keep my eye on DS. As for the future - I don't know.
I would bet that the communication features from
mobile phones and networking in general will be
an essential part of future game consoles (or

phones with gaming capabilities whatever). Those
systems will never be as open as GP32 for certain
reasons.

Everything is crackable & hackable though.
Somehow after trying some of the latest
"entertainment" hardware I keep missing the
simplicity and speed of romcart based systems.

GS: What would you like to see for the future of
the GP32?

Spiv: Decent commercial games, and some really
tough emulators. Now,  when ZX Spectrum and
PCEngine are emulated well enough - I'm happy.
And lets not forget the demo scene - it would be
really nice to see more wicked demos on GP32.

GS: And yourself? What would you like to
accomplish over the next few years?

Spiv: Most of my goals I want to accomplish over
the next few years have nothing to do with consoles
and GP32. On the development side there are a
lot of areas to better and try new things on - I
would really like to evolve as a programmer.

GS: How does your devotion to gaming affect
your personal life?

Spiv: I don't really play games. But the idling on
net and trying to dev really does cause me sleepless
nights and constant lack of sleep - too much
actually. So I need to cut down that stuff a bit...
Also my so-called ‘social life’ has suffered a bit...
shame on me. Really.

GS: Aside from gaming and development, what
other past-times do you embrace?

Spiv: I have a family, kids and a house to fix.

GS: Do you have any additional comments to
conclude this interview?

Spiv: …more coffee...

---

Thank you to Mr.Spiv and Mike Dawson for making
this interview possible.

For more information, or to download Mr.Spiv’s
work, head to www.deadcoderssociety.tk

GS: What has been your favourite project that
you’ve worked on and what are you currently
working on?

Spiv: My favourite project was the LCD raster
Blaster intro, which combined all LCD hacks I
found. A simple intro but the internals of it are a
beauty - then comes my ever obsession project
b2fxec.

Currently, I’m working (still) on b2fxec updates.
Also a new MultiFirmware is scheduled with a
proper & transparent 8/32/64M support (32/64M
RAM mod is a courtesy of RobBrown) and some
nice developer-helping debug features (GDB-stub
is a courtesy of Mithris). Also, a general support
for transparent 32/64M RAM expansion support
to gcc tools chain (devkitARM is a courtesy of
Wntrmute)

And, of course, some secret projects...

GS: If someone who owned a Gameboy Advance
was considering the purchase of a GP32 – what
would your advice be?

Spiv: If one wants good commercial games, lots
of gadgets and warez to download, then stick with
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WHY-FI?
Next year will mark the first real battle of the
handheld systems as Sony launches its PSP device,
and Nintendo counteracts with its Nintendo DS
handheld.  Both promise more revolutionary
features, abilities and entertainment possibilities
than ever before including the much acclaimed
Wi-Fi; but are they both missing the point?

Yes would appear to be the correct answer, as only
a small minority will be interested in the Wi-Fi
capabilities of the Nintendo DS.  Isn’t it a little
bizarre that finally we have a Nintendo device that
supports the Internet?   The ease of use remains
open to question, as Wi-Fi in Europe is only in its
initial stages and even then most consumers prefer
simplicity.  Even the PSP with its Wi-Fi support
(and arguably older target market) won’t see a
great uptake by consumers in the near future.
The majority just don’t care about such functions,
as the mobile buying public has largely ignored
the possibilities of Bluetooth - except for those
annoying hands free headsets.   Why would you
want to sit outside playing the handheld version
of Gran Turismo 4 when the Playstation 2 version
is sitting inside waiting to be played?

The problem with the majority of releases on these
next generation systems is that the size and budget
will rival many games we see today.  Those quirky
titles that are steeped in game play and challenge
(often simplistic puzzlers) will fall by the wayside.
 An attraction of the handheld is the short blast
of gaming fun that was previously restricted to the
arcade. If you had a few moments of time, you
could satisfy your hunger quickly.  Too often now
games are longwinded and not suited to short
journeys.   There is nothing worse than being
marooned far away from the next save point, when
the next bus stop is your own.

Scanning the list of potential titles for each system,
it is hard to envisage which games will really adjust
to the portable format and take advantage of their
new surroundings.  More often than not, these will
be convenient conversions of their home console
cousins; stapled together to earn a few more quid.
Its not a positive outlook, but its one hard to deny.
Even with the Nintendo Seal of Approval few titles
will really excel and push boundaries.  The DS
certainly has the more interesting concepts, and
has been widely welcomed by developers, but time
will tell if their imagination can deliver.

The Game Boy Advance has been a
real success for Nintendo, partially due
to the lack of competition.  However
Nintendo have always been keen to
stress the link-up function and what it
can bring to gaming on the move or at
home.  Yet the cost of such a set up can
be exceedingly prohibitive despite the
impending arrival of The Legend of
Zelda: Four Swords Adventures; the
undoubted charm of Pac Man, and
novelty of Final Fantasy Chronicles.

It would be a fair assessment to say
that the majority of GBA owners do not
engage in any link-up play, and would
rather focus on their own single player
escapades.  Perhaps this situation is
entirely Western, as in Japan no doubt
gaming is seen as a socially acceptable
activity.  And players of all ages do not
have a problem with taking out their
handheld and playing, or engaging in
multi-player challenges.
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ON THE BUSES
Imagine the future for a second with Gamestyle.
Picture a busy tube/train/bus (delete as applicable)
and you’ve managed to secure the rarest of
commodities; a seat.  Now it doesn’t matter if its
by the window or isle.  You’ve decided that you
want to enjoy your PSP, and take out the
widescreen behemoth.  Apart from the issue of
battery life, one immediate consideration is arm
room.  The joy of mobile phone games is many
can be controlled with one hand; instead you’ve to
adopt an uncomfortable position.  And if you’re
sitting by the aisle, watch out for clipping by passers
by unaware that you’re on a record lap.

Even the safe environment of the office is open to
question, as you digest your lunch and decide to
enjoy the PSP or DS.  The DS has a significant
problem with the touch screen, as the grease from
your cheese n’ chips or Gregg’s steak bake litters
the screen; even sandwiches could cause a
problem here.  And don’t mention the stylus, as
you know that’s been lost by now.  Instead most
males will have to adopt unnatural tactics to over-
come this difficulty, yes, you’ll have to wash your
hands.  The PSP meanwhile with its glorious screen

will acquire dust, smudges and marks faster than
any widescreen television. These devices are
already looking difficult to play outside of the
controlled environment of your home.  We haven’t
even mentioned the difficulties imposed by sound.
They will support stereo speakers and headphones,
which will trigger any would-be muggers’ senses
faster than an iPod.  The DS meanwhile has a built
in microphone, which already rules out playing
any game (supporting that device) outdoors.
Imagine trying to effectively utilise the voice
recognition function in anything other than your
own home?  Apart from the strange looks from
others, it cannot be a workable feature.

However don’t judge Gamestyle that easily, we are
looking forward to both devices and not forgetting
the N-Gage QD, Gizmondo and whatever else
appears on the market.  The fact of the matter is
that these devices should be about the games,
and not a multi-media device.  Too often new
hardware or add-ons are released that on paper
seem like a solid concept, but by the time of release
they’re not practical by any means.  The potential
that many developers talk about regarding new
systems fails to materialise apart from
improvements in graphics. Here’s to the future
then! JJ
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SOFTCORE?
When videogames are the most important thing
in your life those around you that don’t have any
desire to get a game on release day (let alone
camp outside GAME the day before for it) might
baffle and annoy with their general ignorance and
nonplussed attitude to your hobby.  How can they
“wait until next month” or worse still “get it when
it’s on budget”?  To you, paying £60 for a game
from Japan that you can’t actually understand is
worthwhile, because you’re getting the game as
soon as humanly possible - to some, you’re mad.

Gamestyle spends far too much money on games
as a collective - one day we’ll total it all up and
scare ourselves silly, but not just yet.  Instead, this
week we picked up two games that have been
around for ages that we’ve either passed over
intentionally or just plain forgotten about - Metal
Gear Solid 2: Substance, and Amped 2.  Both on
Xbox, both for £20 total, second hand from
Gamestation.  Bargain.  Hardcore?  Not this week.
This wasn’t a pre-emptive idea, but when ‘just
passing’ it’s rude not to at least have a look.
Amped was a classic game at the Xbox launch, so
perhaps it was time to catch up with the sequel.

Gamestyle is glad it did - Amped 2 is another
quality snowboarding game.  Totally polar to the
likes of SSX 3 (although it’s arguably more
accessible than the first Amped game), the sequel
is a challenging, adult ‘simulation’ of the sport
that takes time to master yet is constantly
rewarding.  The graphics are lovely, nice and
smooth and certainly detailed enough to be
convincing, although the default camera angle is
a little bit too low (and the others are too far back
to be useful) and the soundtrack is probably the
largest yet seen in a videogame.

Of course, everyone’s played Metal Gear Solid 2
(probably on the PS2) so there wasn’t a great rush
to get the semi-update on the Xbox at the time.
However, for a tenner there’s no excuse, and
although the disk was a bit knackered the game
seemed to run alright and was every bit as
enjoyable as the first time through.  The slowdown
(in the rain) wasn’t nearly as bad as the reviews
made out and it’s nice to be reminded of sections
throughout the game as they flooded back into
memory, just as they do each time you restart a
Zelda game, for instance.

It’s all good, cheap fun. Have we missed out by
not getting these games sooner?  Possibly, but
then we’ve saved 60 quid for Donkey Konga...
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RETROGAMER MAGAZINE | A LOOK AT

SUPPLY AND
DEMAND
The relatively short run of Issue One
has ensured consistently high (and
rising) bids on the online auction sites.

Some copies of the first issue have
gone for upwards of seventy pounds,
with the disk, and most such lots often
reach that kind of money every time.

THE NEW BOY IN TOWN
Edge and gamesTM both consider retro gaming
important enough to warrant regular page space
in the magazines.  Indeed, gamesTM has a
dedicated back section ably presided over by once-
Gamestyle member Darran Jones, and Edge’s
Retro specials are an infrequent but tasty treat, if
a little on the side of collecting rather than dewy-
eyed nostalgia.

Enter Retro Gamer, then.  Once every two months,
then once every 6 weeks and now settled into a
more memorable 4 weekly routine, Retro Gamer’s
aim is to cover the entire spectrum (pun intended)
of classic gaming.  From it’s initial issue with the
magnificent Sinclair feature the magazine has
gone from strength to strength and picked up a
lot of fans along the way.  At the time of writing
the team have just buried Issue 7 and are just
getting started on the next, whilst Issue 6 and it’s
shiny white cover stand proudly on the nation’s
magazine shelves.

Well, some of them: Retro Gamer is a tricky one
to catch and manages to escape your major high
street outlets completely at times.  It’s considered
a niche interest, retro - gamesTM has the rest of
the magazine to ensure that it’s always stocked in
each and every branch of GAME.

But that’s beside the point (there’s always
subscription) - what really matters is that Retro
Gamer delivers, month in, month out on what fans
of the old school really want: honest articles on
the games and systems that were everything to
you and I during our school daze.  The editor,
Martyn Carroll, is a big Spectrum fan and whilst
the magazine naturally covers all the formats, it’s
nice to see at least something ZX-related every
issue (and Gamestyle hopes there’s another full
feature on the range in due time).

Reader interaction is encouraged (and positively
thrived upon) - Live Publishing have set up a
dedicated forum which is not only moderated by
the team behind the magazine but they also post
frequently on there too, creating a real sense of
community.  A monthly letters page also brings
the readers close to the magazine, and it’s clear
that comments (both good and bad) from the
buyers of the magazine are shaping the future of
Retro Gamer to some degree - the old, scuffed
look of the first two issues was dropped due to
comments from readers confused about the style.
Each issue also comes with a CD packed with the
latest emulators, remakes and old favourites -
issue 3’s CD included every Gremlin game on the
8 and 16 bit systems, including all the Spectrum
Monty Mole games and some familiar Amiga and
ST classics.

It’s not just games, though, despite the title - Retro
Gamer also endeavours to cover the demo scene,
music and homebrew titles, and even manages to
cram in a couple of pages each month with the
latest news on current games related to retro
versions.  The last two issues have seen
considerable coverage of a couple of retro shows
(both here and across the pond in the States)
including the popular Jagfest event a month or so
back.  Indeed, the magazine’s now International
distribution has meant a slight shift towards more
US-friendly formats, but the magazine remains
grounded in the UK and so our favourite machines
will always be featured. Emulation is often a tricky
subject to approach, given the illegal use of roms
but Retro Gamer covers this in an adult, responsible
way that doesn’t patronise it’s readers.  Emulation
on consoles is in now and again, including the
GP32 and Dreamcast, and those TV games see
space in the news page almost every issue.

The magazine’s auction win for the Megatree disks
recently (and the subsequent covering of the
contents an issue later) cemented Retro Gamer
as a genuine attempt to solidify the rather
fragmented scene.  It’s not for everyone, and it
certainly won’t ever be able to cover everything,
but given it’s unwavering support, it’s certainly
going to get the chance to try. AC



SPEXTRUM
Microsoft never intended for any of this to
happen, of course - a blossoming homebrew
scene is what many people buy the GP32 for, but
the Xbox isn't able to play this kind of stuff out of
the box and requires a warrantee-voiding internal
'operation' to access any executable file not signed
by the Redmond company itself.  However, the
scene has grown from strength to strength and
now features emulators for pretty much every
single console from the Atari 2600 to the N64 and
Playstation.

Whilst most other machines have at least one
emulator on the Xbox it's taken all this time for
someone to develop a Spectrum one.  It's worth
remembering that the basic Z80 isn't exactly the
toughest chip to emulate at full speed on today’s
modern processors, and there are several open
source emulators for other platforms that could
have been ported without half as much effort as
something like WinUAE for the Amiga (which has
a fine port now, courtesy of the one-man emulation
machine, X-Port, who has many emulators under
his belt).

But all of a sudden two or three members of the
scene announced they were planning to release a
ZX emulator all at once.  One, ZX-BOX, still has to
be seen at all and an Xbox version of Speccy-Al (a
familiar title to GP32 owners) is still in the planning
stages...  Yet one day a fellow going by the name
of Carcharius released the first alpha version of
SpeXtrum to an unsuspecting public and the race
was won.  Despite not having a UI to speak of and
having been developed from scratch (it's not a
port) plus only the most basic functions SpeXtrum
worked well enough and emulated a good number
of those classic Spectrum games.

Now in it's 2nd beta stage (v0.3), complete with
some nice interface graphics and much improved
emulation, SpeXtrum is one of the most popular
emulators around.  It's a shame that the licensing
issue prevents these emulators from general
distribution (it's actually illegal to compile the
executable code without having the registered Xbox
Development Kit) - especially since the Spectrum
ROMs are free and many of the games have been
granted an open approach to downloading from
the original publishers.

SpeXtrum is incredibly configurable: whilst the
actual emulation code is currently not public (the
source code isn't freely available) Carcharius has
taken great lengths to give the end user as much
freedom with the interface as possible.  Not only
can you change every single aspect of the graphics
(they're just .png files) but you can choose where
they appear on screen and the size of just about
anything, including the emulation window itself.
All this is stored in an XML file and can be altered
from your standard text editor: one version of
SpeXtrum can look very different from another
should you wish to spend time with it.

The emulator also supports a USB keyboard (the
front ports of the Xbox are just USB, remember,
with different connectors) and can load the popular
snapshots and both .tap and the 'perfect' .tzx tape
formats (at increased speeds, if you don’t want to
sit and wait for the game to load in real time) as
well as disk files on the +3 128K (yes, most
Spectrums are catered for, from the 48K to the
128K models).

Along with a number of graphical filters (including
optional anti aliasing and smoothing) and joystick
emulation, the only real missing element is save
support, but we’re promised that that's coming
soon, along with a host of other new features...
We look forward to v0.4.  AC

SPEXTRUM | EMULATOR
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TRIGGER HAPPY
Pulling the right trigger brings up
SpeXtrum’s virtual keyboard.  Without
pausing the action, the actual emulation
screen zooms into the smaller space as
shown in this grab allowing the joypad
to control the keyboard.  Of course, USB
keyboards are fully supported too.



MIXING CHEMICALS TO
MAKE NICE COLOURS.
For those of you who know me may know that in
general terms I’m more of an amateur-tech-head
than a truly dedicated gamer. There are some
games that I will play to death though, IK+ on the
Amiga for instance, or Delta for the C64. Another
example is Wizball, which is (in my humble opinion)
one of the most under-rated and superb games
ever released. Anyway, before I rant on about this
superb, mind-blowing shoot-em-up, I’d better
start from the beginning hadn’t I?

Well, it was. Yes, Wiz and his magical Cat have
been living happily there for years, enjoying the
bright landscapes and grand company. But for no
good reason what-so-ever evil forces have been
at work, being that of the infamous Zark and his
dastardly cronies.

They have selfishly taken all of the beautiful colours
from Wizworld and turned it into a desolate and
dull place. Seeing this, our hero sets out to restore
each of the lands of Wizworld to their former glory,
with the help of Catelite.
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WIZBALL | GUEST REVIEW

This is where the game begins. Initially, you start
as a bouncing ball, which will rotate left and right
thus moving you left or right. Note that you will
bounce off of the landscape and other scenery. At
first, there are molecules left for you to shoot,
which leave behind bubbles that will in turn help
you collect the necessary power-ups to aid you on
your quest. These are depicted periodically across
the bottom of the screen, and once you have
stabilised with anti-gravity and anti-bounce, and
of course you have your trusty Catelite at your
side, your quest may begin.

Many of Zark’s Henchsprites cotton on to your
progress, and greet you with attack waves. As you
shoot them, occasionally you will find that the odd
one will leave behind power ups for you to shoot
and collect, thus building up your arsenal nicely.
Occasionally, something happens that Zark doesn’t
want though, as lost colour droplets appear for
you to shoot and your Catelite to collect.

As you do, the relevant Cauldron at the bottom of
the screen fills up with colour, with the 4th showing
the shade required. At first, this seems easy, as
only red is needed, but as you progress the lands
call for differing shades of colour so that they may
return back to their original state.
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WIZWORLD, A GREAT
PLACE TO LIVE…
Once filling up the 4th cauldron, you are
transported to your laboratory via an excellent
bonus-game. This allows you to further build up
your armoury and points. When you reach your
destination, your magic skills puts back the missing
colour to the landscape, and also allows your Cat
to recharge with a nice bowl of Wizmilk.

Progression to the next level is a necessity as each
will have its own droplets for you to collect, being
either red, green or blue. As you accumulate each,
you then must transport yourself between each
land to see if you have enough of the right mix for
restoration.  Once you have achieved this, the level
scrolls from the furthest point left to right with
the words “wot a wizace” displayed on the screen.
You are then automatically transported to the next
unfinished world.

The levels get trickier with your ventures, especially
with the turbo tubes causing initial confusion.
Sometimes, collecting the droplets of colour will
have an undesirable effect, such as turning the

world temporarily invisible, or you being “raided”
by “the filth”. I’m not going to suggest a link with
drugs here, as I think most people will be able to
work this out for themselves. Anyway…

Where was I? Oh yes, it is just left for me to say
that Wizball is one of “those games”, oozing with
class, colour, playability, superb sound effects and
great music. Just writing this review makes me
want to play it again and again. Everything seems
just right. You can complete this game many times
(it took me hours one night, but finally, at 3am…)
and yet months or even years later, it still feels
fresh, superlative and almost perfect.

And even the most experienced “Wizballer” will
find themselves losing the odd life due to a
momentary lapse in concentration, or a duff joystick
(the latter was my excuse).I’d say that this neat
production is worth playing just for the bonus
game, and that’s before I start on about the actual
game itself. Please, don’t be one of those people
who think “oh, it’s crap because it’s hard”, give it
chance and you could well be surprised.

Well, as they say in climbing "that’s me". Just off
now to play one of my favourite games ever. Did I
ever mention how good Wizball is? SB

Title: Wizball
Publisher: Ocean Software
Developer: Sensible Software
Format: C64
Year: 1987

Guest Reviewer: Shaun Bebbington
(Staff Writer for Retro Gamer)

Game Score: 9/10

WIZBALL | GUEST REVIEW
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MIRE MARE | URBAN LEGENDS

END SCREEN
The final screens from (above and
clockwise) Knight Lore, Underwurlde
and Pentagram.  All 3 titles hinted
at Mire Mare, fuelling expectations
from Ultimate’s loyal (and sizeable)
army of fans.

THE ULTIMATE TEASE
It’s the ideal marketing tool: putting adverts for
future games in amongst your current titles.
Especially if those titles are critically acclaimed,
top selling games by the likes of Ultimate: Play
the Game.

Due to become the final part of the Sabreman
Trilogy, Mire Mare was mentioned right at the end
of Sabreman’s two previous adventures, Knight
Lore and Pentagram, and was also highlighted in
one of the three possible end screens of Under-
wurlde.  Should you have completed any of these
games, you couldn’t miss the blatant advert, and
that immediately got you excited for the game.

But fate, such as it is, has cruelly robbed us of
Mire Mare for almost two decades.  Where it not
for the part sale of Ultimate to US Gold, it’s quite
likely that the game would have been released as
planned.  Apparently Mire Mare was coded before
Gunfright, but at that stage the sale to US Gold
was already in the pipeline.  The plan was to release
Gunfright and keep Mire Mare back as their final
release, going out on a bang, so to speak.

Sadly, the takeover happened quicker than the
Stampers had predicted, and publishers being
money-focused (yes, even then!) meant that US
Gold were keen to recycle the Ultimate back cat-
alogue and release the previous games as budget
titles rather than concentrating on newer games,
like Mire Mare.  Although US Gold were still pre-
pared to work with Chris and Tim on Mire Mare to
some degree, the plan was to release it on the
budget KIXX label instead in a cheap plastic case
for £2.99 rather than the glorious boxes Ultimate
fans had come to love.   This, naturally, didn’t go
down too well at Ultimate and famously, US Gold
were told that Mire Mare wasn’t finished.

With another 6 months work needing to be done
on the game (although it was technically just about
finished) US Gold were not interested in spending
further development money on the game and Mire
Mare was shelved, and destined to be locked in
limbo for eternity.  Whether some odd legal situa-
tion exists on the game is not known, and it’s likely
to never be fully disclosed at any rate - what is
certain is that the game was playable and mostly
complete and yet is most probably never going to
be seen by anyone except those that worked on
the game at Ultimate.

Literally all that keeps the fans going is the one
piece of artwork (shown over the page) and the
knowledge that the game was playable somewhere
at some stage.  One item did appear on eBay some
years ago claiming to be a Mire Mare prototype
(complete with the artwork in a cassette box and
so on) but was mysteriously pulled before the
auction was complete...  Did some lawyer step in
at the last minute to stop the game from being
sold (and hence spread on the internet or was it
just a cruel hoax?

The mystery will continue for some time... AC
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NIGHT MARE
Nothing exists of Mire Mare in the
public domain except this single pack
shot and the wistful hopes of many
Ultimate fans; fans that still hold out
on somebody at Rare finding an old
demo tape in their attic...

MIRE MARE | URBAN LEGENDS
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BAD DAY?
The events in Conker's Bad Fur Day are triggered
one late evening at a remote pub. Conker is lead
into a bawdy night of beers and cheers, one that
ends with the tanked red squirrel walking home
alone. He doesn't make it, instead waking up in a
strange forest with a terrible hangover. From there
he must travel through a hostile landscape full of
oddball characters with favours to ask and
problems to solve. Plus, his girlfriend is kidnapped
and the Panther King wants him for a table wedge.

Self-indulgent? Yes, well Conker the Squirrel is
definitely that. More fluid passes through his body
than spring rain through an eve's trough. He
definitely has an eye for the ladies and a keen
interest in fistfuls of cash, but these are more the
by-products of a brimming confidence and a love
of life. Catch him when the self-abuse is over, and
you'll find a bright-eyed, bushy tailed optimist who
greets everyone with a smile and a willingness to
help. He's not naïve though, and when others
decide to cross the line of courtesy, he's two steps
ahead of them, often with a frying pan in hand.

The graphics are amazing, and considering the
number of toilet stained environments you'll find
this is sometimes regrettably so. This has to be
the least aliased game on the N64. The rendered
detail in the buildings, forests, and waterways
stand out sharply and without confusion. Visual
effects such as underwater blurring, lava fountains
and explosions are executed convincingly.

There are more facial expressions here than most
Saturday morning cartoons, especially Conker
who is often favouring the camera with one of
them at any given time. Watch for water drips and
footsteps after Conker's stepped through a puddle
or a waterway (usually blood or excrement). All
this is amazing considering that the game includes
a full voice-track. Both voice-over files and high
performance graphics libraries are considered
memory hogs in a N64 game, so finding them both
here is just two pixels short of a miracle.

Don't let the flatulent rats, dysentery cows, and
talking mountains of poo fool you. Despite the
game's penchant for off-colour hilarity, don't
expect the challenge of the game to be light. Rare
has used the over-17 rating as an excuse to
dispatch with an easy difficulty level, placing the
challenge in the same adult category as the
humour. We're sure this was done with Nintendo's
blessing as it acts as another barrier between

young minds and the mature adult themes the
game frivolously romps through.

Expect to have to repeatedly take a stab at passing
through such trials as urinating a set of disco
boulder dancers into go-go pits or trying to toss
toilet paper rolls into the mouth of an opera-
singing dung heap. For the most part the game
involves jumping and fighting your way through
one large environment to solve a bigger puzzle.
Whether it's assembling a group of tickly bees to
make the sunflower girl open her arms and show
her ‘big stigmas’, or trying to navigate a cow
towards a trough of prune juice to get the liquid
ingredient needed for a cow patty tort.

Scattered throughout the title are different styles
of play. In one section you'll ride a dinosaur in an
arena, eating little cavemen as they scatter about
in panic. In another you surf a lava river on a jet-
powered bogey board. Later the game turns into
a shotgun-toting first-person shooter, and at
another point with the help of a bat transformation,
a flight sim. All of it is funny, and much of it is
difficult, but none of it is boring. Saving is done
instantly for you with a single file. If you die (and
you will, repeatedly) you'll be automatically revived
back at the last checkpoint. Speaking of death,
there's a hilarious explanation for Conker's
multiple lives worth dying for; involving one Greg
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Conker’s Bad Fur Day

Developer:
Rare

Publisher:
THQ

Platform:
N64

Rating:
M (Mature)

Version reviewed:
PAL

Online play:
None

In Brief:

The N64’s last great adventure /
platformer, with a striking resemblance
to past Rare classics but with a distinctly
adult flavour.  Not quite the swansong
the N64 deserved, but a brilliant game
all the same and one well worth hunting
out on your local pre-owned shelves.

Gamestyle score: 9 / 10

the Grim Reaper with his distaste for cats (“terrible
bloody things, cats”).

Rare's most brilliant touches come from their
nods to cult moviedom, from the opening take on
A Clockwork Orange, to a frame-by-frame parody
of the shoot-out from The Matrix. Other movies
to get a loving stroke from the English game
makers include The Terminator, The
Untouchables, Reservoir Dogs, Aliens and Night
of the Living Dead. Hilarious not only for the near-
perfect way that they've matched the cinematic
moments, but the way they've done it using their
cartoon characters. Watching the way Conker
floats through the air in his Matrix gear will bring
tears of joy to your eyes.

Rare has a soft spot for accents and you'll find a
full range of them here, from girlfriend Berri's
valley girl lilt to the various cockney and brogue
rhythms of dung beetles, bees, and catfish. We
can't imagine the game without them as they help
keep the atmosphere from becoming too serious
and that makes it easier for them to poke fun at
issues that others might find upsetting. The music
and sound effects give the game added life; in fact,
you'll find the farting jingle in the bowels of the
toilet mountain a difficult one to swim through.
With the walls dripping in brown sewage and the
drifting fumes supporting the oozing, squelching,

and unrepressed flatulent soundtrack, you'll find
that if you weren't ready to hit the bowl yourself
before you sat down to play the game, you'll soon
need to.

Conker's Bad Fur Day is the kind of fever-inducing
game that will have players ripping through its
levels with such tenacity, that there will be many
who will finish it in less than a week. For those
excited fans who reach the end prematurely, Rare
has taken care to offer some post-game fun in
the way of seven first-person shooter, multiplayer
games. These are needed as you will inevitable
have friends coming over to try the game and you
won't exactly want to give up the controller yourself.
With these you have a nice compromise. Four of
the games such as the Death Match (where you're
fighting in urinals amongst other places) or The
Heist (bank vault chase) offer a solo mode so you
can practice against bots before your friends come
over or keep yourself occupied once you've finished
the game.

Rare has obviously had a tremendous amount of
fun with their creative freedom on this one, and
because of their sharp wit and exceptional game
design players can easily join in on the romp. In
the hands of another company, the lack of
censorship might just be a gimmick to raise sales,
but here it's used to genuinely enhance an already
masterful game design. RM



YOU’VE COME A
LONG WAY, BABY
We couldn’t run such a Spectrum-
centric Retro section without a nod to
what is generally considered the abso-
lute epitome of Speccy game design.

Fire n’ Ice, from Russian developers N-
Discovery not only uses every single
pixel to it’s fullest creating some won-
derful imagery (see screenshots around
this page for proof) but also manages
to squeeze some great level design and
excellent character animation out of
the humble Z80.  If only games like this
had existed during the Spectrum’s
‘original’ life...

For more, check out their website at:

www.n-discovery.narod.ru  AC


